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An exciting new intermix of with child metal country, blues, rock  roll. 10 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Country

Shake Shake Classic Rock Ride Songs Details: ATTENTION: THIS CD IS SOLD OUT AND NOW ONLY

Usable DIGITALLY. "A five star rock  roll thunderstorm." - Barchen Records "A large patch of artistry,

songwriting, and talent." - Southbound Beat Magazine "Outstanding!" - Powerplay Magazine "A joy ride!" -

GRITZ Magazine After rescuing mainstream country from it's pop shackles on their debut CD Guilt Train

1880's second-year secrete RIDE takes the band into new musical territory while maintaining the kick of

their treble X denounce of moonglow metal With new drummer Dino Di Bella and bassist Mike Reagan,

these hard rock honky-tonkers garnered five nominations in L.A.'s honored Rockies Awards and have

produced some former with child mix of with child metal country, blues, rock  roll. From the diabolical riffs

of "Hell Highway" and "Blind Justice" to the anthemic gospel strains of "Mercy," 1880 continues to have

like no former southern rock or country act in the commercialise today. Though songs like "Cowboy" and

"Gold" show obvious nods to classic southern rock icons like Lynyrd Skynyrd and The Outlaws, the more

modernistic mold of bands like Metallica and Creed glow just as brightly. Even the hatch of Elmore

James' "One Way Out," probably best known by the Allman Brformers memorialiseing, is a scathing

version that would make Slayer or Pantera gallant For, as one fan exclaimed, "[they] make country

profound cool!" And though the boys have reinforced their reputation on the hard and with child side of

the musical spectrum, the songs "Lonesome Whistle" and the Bill Whithers' classic "Ain't No Sunglow"

have all the possible in the worldwide to make peace with even the staunchest critics in Nashville. Of

course, an 1880 memorialise wouldn't be over without a small nastiness thrown and twisted in for good

quantify and their ode to Jerry Lee Lewis, "The Jailbait Bop," is an auctioneer's enjoy In Cameron

Crowe's acclaimed film Almost Celebrated it's Led Zeppelin II that his sister says will vary his life forever.
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RIDE from 1880 may very well be the memorialise that varys theirs!
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